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Robust increases in erythropoietin production by the hypoxic
fetus is a response to protect the brain and other vital organs
Kari A. Teramo1, Miira M. Klemetti1 and John A. Widness2

Fetal erythropoietin (EPO), in addition to regulating erythropoiesis, has also tissue-protective properties based on its anti-
inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, antioxidant, and neurotrophic effects. Notably, EPO concentrations needed for tissue protection are
100–1000 times higher than concentrations needed for regulating erythropoiesis. This dual effect of EPO is based on EPO-receptor
(EPO-R) isoforms, which differ structurally and functionally. We hypothesize in this Integrated Mechanism Review that during severe
fetal hypoxia the observed, but poorly understood, marked increases of fetal plasma EPO concentrations occur to protect the brain,
heart, and other vital fetal organs. We further hypothesize that the concurrent marked increases of EPO in the amniotic fluid during
fetal hypoxia, occur to protect newborn infants from necrotizing enterocolitis. This review presents experimental and clinical
evidence in support of these hypotheses and points out unknown or poorly understood functions of EPO in the fetus. If these novel
hypotheses are correct, the importance of fetal EPO as an antenatal hypoxia biomarker will become apparent. It will also likely point
the way to important diagnostic and therapeutic fetal and neonatal interventions.
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BACKGROUND
Erythropoietin (EPO), a glycoprotein hormone with a molecular
weight of 30.4 kDa, is primarily responsible for regulating
erythrocyte production in adults, newborn infants, and fetuses.1

During pregnancy, maternal serum EPO levels increase linearly
from 16 to 65mU/ml at term to meet the hematopoietic needs of
pregnancy.2 Prior to 30 weeks of gestation in the fetus, the liver is
the main organ of EPO production, after which a gradual transition
to renal EPO production occurs.3, 4 During normal oxygenation at
term, fetal EPO production takes place mainly in the kidneys.4

Because EPO is not stored in tissue and does not cross the
placenta,5 steady-state fetal plasma EPO concentration reflects
equal, opposing rates of EPO synthesis, and elimination. During
the last trimester of normal pregnancy, normoxemic human fetal
plasma EPO hormone concentrations range from 10 to 50mU/ml
prior to labor.6, 7 Concurrent amniotic fluid EPO concentrations
during normal fetal oxygenation range from 2 to 20mU/ml.6 Fetal
plasma EPO concentrations under both normal and fetal
hypoxemic conditions average 2.6 times higher than concurrent
amniotic fluid EPO levels.6

This Integrated Mechanism Review8 focuses on important non-
hematological actions of EPO that are being increasingly recognized
in the fetus and the newborn infant.9, 10 Our central hypothesis is
that the observed marked increases of fetal EPO during severe fetal
hypoxia occurs in order to protect its brain, heart, and other vital
organs from the deleterious effects of severe hypoxia. We further
hypothesize that the purpose of the concurrent increase in amniotic
fluid EPO concentration during severe fetal hypoxia is to protect the
intestine from necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC). In this review, the
known effects of EPO on fetal erythropoiesis and its tissue-protective
properties are described to support these hypotheses based on

existing experimental and clinical evidence. If our hypotheses are
correct, they will further emphasize the importance of fetal EPO as
an important antenatal hypoxia biomarker, and suggest potential
new therapeutic approaches.
Several unknown or poorly understood EPO effects in the fetus

include: (1) what is the contribution and the role of the placenta in
increasing fetal EPO production during hypoxia?; (2) how and
through what mechanism is amniotic fluid EPO concentration also
increased during fetal hypoxia?; (3) how and through what
mechanism does fetal EPO reach the intestine?; and (4) through
what mechanism and in which fetal organs does EPO exert
protective effects during tissue hypoxia? As a basis for clarifying
these uncertainties, Fig. 1 depicts maternal EPO production during
normal pregnancy and the postpartum period. It also depicts fetal
EPO production during anemia and chronic hypoxia in the context
of previously documented or hypothetical effects of EPO on the
fetus and the newborn infant.

Role of EPO in fetal red cell production
Fetal red cell production is regulated by EPO to maintain normal
steady-state erythropoiesis and blood hemoglobin levels during
normoxemic conditions and to accelerate erythropoiesis during
tissue hypoxia due to anemia and other causes1, 3, 4 (Fig. 1). EPO
synthesis is regulated by the partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) of
blood perfusing the oxygen sensitive renal peritubular fibroblasts,
where it is mediated by the hypoxia-inducible transcription factor
(HIF) complex.11–13

EPO in amniotic fluid
Amniotic fluid EPO concentrations correlate highly with fetal
plasma EPO concentrations both in normal and abnormal
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pregnancies.6 In pregnancies complicated by type 1 diabetes or
hypertension, amniotic fluid EPO concentrations obtained within
2 days before birth and prior to labor are highly correlated with
fetal plasma EPO concentrations, r= 0.86 and r= 0.89, respec-
tively.14, 15 In these pregnancies, both normal amniotic fluid EPO
levels (i.e., <20mU/ml) and pathologically elevated amniotic fluid
EPO levels (i.e., >50 mU/ml) correlate highly significantly with fetal
plasma EPO levels (Fig. 2). In contrast, slightly elevated (i.e., 20–50
mU/ml) do not. The latter may be explained by a delay in the
increase in amniotic fluid EPO concentration relative to the rate of
increase in fetal plasma EPO concentration during fetal hypoxia.16

Serial measurements of amniotic fluid EPO levels in individual
pregnancies demonstrate that once the fetus becomes hypoxic,
the amniotic fluid EPO concentration starts to increase exponen-
tially.14, 15, 17 It is noteworthy from serial amniotic fluid EPO
measurements in individual cases that once amniotic fluid EPO
levels reach pathological levels (i.e.,>50 mU/ml), amniotic fluid
concentrations increase exponentially.14, 15 Calculated from these
exponential amniotic fluid EPO increases, the daily increase in
amniotic fluid EPO levels can be as much as 30–40mU/ml.15 This is
equivalent to daily increases of ~80–100 mU/ml in plasma during
fetal hypoxia. Once fetal hypoxia triggers increased fetal EPO
production, pathological amniotic fluid EPO levels do not level off
or decrease; instead, they continue to increase.14, 15, 17

In clinical intrauterine red cell transfusion studies of Rh-
immunized pregnancies, fetal hemoglobin concentrations ranging
from 11 to 159 g/l obtained at the first cordocentesis—and thus
prior to fetal red cell transfusion—correlate inversely with

concurrent amniotic fluid EPO levels that range from 2 to 42
mU/ml.16 This correlation and the slopes of this relationship are
similar before and after 27 weeks of gestation (r=−0.57 and r=
−0.49, respectively). This observation is consistent with the
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Fig. 1 Proposed physiological and pathophysiological mechanistic framework of erythropoietin (EPO) production and actions during fetal
anemia and during acute and chronic hypoxia. Illustrated are EPO’s effects in the maternal, fetal, and neonatal compartments based on
referenced supporting evidence from both basic research and clinical/epidemiologic studies. Maternal normoxia, fetal anemia, and acute or
chronic fetal hypoxia (indicated by bold rectangles) form the starting points of EPO effects. Known effects of EPO are indicated by bold
lettering within dashed-line ovals and pointing arrows without question marks. Unknown or poorly understood mechanisms are indicated in
italics with question marks within ovals with gray background and question marks included between these ovals and dashed-lined ovals
indicating uncertain relationships. The protective effect of breast milk EPO on the neonatal intestine for avoiding necrotizing enterocolitis
(NEC) is also indicated. The maternal, fetal, and neonatal compartments are separated by the lines between the compartments. The two bold,
vertical short lines between the maternal and fetal compartments depicts the placenta. The numbers in parentheses indicate the references.
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Fig. 2 Relationship of fetal plasma and amniotic fluid EPO in
pregnancies complicated by preeclampsia or hypertension grouped
by amniotic fluid EPO concentration: A low EPO < 20mU/ml, r=
0.87, p < 0.0001, n= 28; B slightly elevated EPO 20–50mU/ml, r=
−0.10, p=NS; n= 13; and C high EPO > 50mU/ml, r= 0.86, p <
0.0001, n= 17. (Reproduced with permission from S. Karger AG,
Basel published in Neonatology 95:105–116 (2009))
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observation that only low circulating EPO concentrations are
required for red cell production even when fetal hemoglobin
levels are extremely low.18 Despite this, even anemic fetuses
markedly increase their EPO production as indicated by exponen-
tial increases in amniotic fluid EPO levels when already anemic
fetuses become severely hypoxic.17 This suggests a different
function for EPO under these circumstances.
It is unknown how EPO reaches amniotic fluid in human

pregnancy. In the ovine pregnancy EPO mRNA and EPO hormone
are both present in the fetal amnion and chorion membranes
during the last trimester of pregnancy.19 This indicates that EPO is
functionally active in the ovine fetal membranes and that the
membranes could be one of the sources of EPO in the amniotic
fluid.19 The relative contributions of potential sources of EPO and
the transport mechanisms of fetal EPO into the amniotic fluid in
human pregnancy is currently unknown. To address this
potentially clinically important issue, there is an urgent need for
this to be studied both in animal models and human pregnancies.

Chronic fetal hypoxia and EPO
As in adults, tissue hypoxia in the fetus is the major stimulus of
EPO production.3 In adults, plasma EPO levels start to increase 90
min after the beginning of acute hypoxia, with the magnitude of
the increase correlating directly with the duration and severity of
hypoxia.20 In the fetal sheep, plasma EPO levels begin to increase
3–4 h after a massive acute hemorrhage or after induction of
moderate to severe fetal hypoxia.21, 22 In human pregnancy
both umbilical cord plasma and amniotic fluid EPO levels correlate
inversely with umblical artery (UA), pH, base excess and
pO2, and directly with pCO2 and lactate in cases of fetal chronic
hypoxia.6, 14, 15, 17, 23–25 In the fetal sheep, plasma EPO levels
start to increase exponentially when the arterial oxygen content
falls below 60% of normal.26 A similar exponential increase in
amniotic fluid EPO levels has been observed in human type 1
diabetic pregnancies when UA pO2 levels decrease below 2.0 kPa
(15.0 mmHg).14

Hypoxia increases both reactive oxygen species (ROS)27, 28 and
reactive nitrogen species (RNS).27 The degree of fetal oxidative
stress can be quantitated by measuring the concentration of
specific oxidative and nitrosative stress biomarkers in amniotic
fluid.29, 30 In support of this we have reported in diabetic
pregnancies that amniotic fluid EPO levels correlate highly
significantly with two amniotic fluid oxidative stress biomarkers
(meta-L-tyrosine/Phe and 8-oxodG/2dG ratios) and one nitrosative
stress biomarker (3-nitro-L-tyrosine/Phe ratio) (r= 0.59, r= 0.93,
and r= 0.90, all p < 0.001).27 While this association further
emphasizes the importance of fetal EPO level as a marker of
intrauterine hypoxia, the nature of and the possible mechanisms
responsible for this association are unknown. Once discovered,
new therapeutic approaches might become apparent.
Increased fetal umbilical cord blood or amniotic fluid EPO levels

have been reported in a broad spectrum of pregnancies in which
fetal hypoxia occurs. These include prolonged pregnancies31 and
pregnancies complicated by meconium-stained amniotic
fluid,32, 33 growth-restricted fetuses,15, 34, 35 abnormal fetal heart
rate recordings,36, 37 type 1 diabetes,14 hypertension,15 and
severe fetal anemia.17 While clinical evidence of increased hypoxia
in fetuses or asphyxia in newborn infants are common among all
these abnormal antepartum situations, the pathogenic mechan-
isms leading to fetal hypoxia differ among these conditions.

Placental EPO production
In the ovine fetus, a switch of EPO synthesis from the kidneys to
the placenta occurs during hypoxia.38 In the study by Davis et al.,38

placental production of EPO was not observed during normal fetal
oxygenation. However, after inducing fetal hypoxia, umbilical vein
(UV) EPO concentrations increased to levels 13% higher than UA
concentrations, thereby suggesting increased placental EPO

production. The investigators calculated that the placenta
produced 1.1 million mU of EPO per hour during hypoxia. This
value is 15 times greater than simultaneously measured EPO
production by the fetal kidneys.38 Similarly, when we measured
UV and UA EPO plasma concentrations separately at birth in type
1 diabetic pregnancies delivered during elective cesarean section
before labor, UV EPO levels were significantly higher than UA
levels in hypoxic fetuses with UA pO2 below 2 kPa (15 mmHg) at
delivery.39 In addition, our observation that the UV/UA plasma EPO
ratio correlated inversely with UA pO2

39 further indicates that
placental EPO production increases during fetal hypoxia. We,
therefore, speculate that the observed increased fetal plasma EPO
concentrations in human pregnancy is at least partially a function
of the increased placental EPO synthesis during fetal hypoxia in
order to protect the fetal brain and other vital organs (Fig. 1).
Although EPO protein, mRNA and receptors are all present in

both the human and ovine placenta,40, 41 their functional
importance for the fetus is not well understood. Clearly, the
transport mechanisms of placental EPO hormone into the fetal
circulation needs to be delineated during normal and hypoxic
conditions in human pregnancies.
In addition to these uncertainties of placental EPO production

and transport, very little is known about how factors such as
chorioamnionitis or drugs might interfere with, or otherwise
modulate fetal EPO production and transport. If our hypothesis
that fetal EPO synthesis is increased during fetal hypoxia to
protect its brain and other vital organs is correct, it will emphasize
the clinical importance and utility of antenatal EPO measurement
in amniotic fluid and fetal plasma at birth. This is especially
important in pregnancies at an increased risk of fetal hypoxic
sequelae. Finally, the use of amniotic fluid EPO levels as an
antenatal hypoxia marker and predictor of poor neurodevelop-
mental outcome needs to be addressed in adequately powered
single and multi-center randomized clinical trials. It is imperative
that such randomized clinical trials include follow-up studies of
subsequent cognitive functions.

Role of EPO in tissue protection
In addition to its role in hematopoietic regulation, EPO also has
tissue-protective properties.41–43 This is the result of EPO receptor
(EPO-R) isoforms, which differ structurally and functionally from the
hematopoietic EPO-R isoform. Different EPO-Rs exert both short-
and long-term tissue-protective effects.41 Acute, short-term EPO
effects are mediated by its anti-inflammatory, anti-apoptotic, and
antioxidant properties.41–43 Long-term EPO effects are those
promoting more gradual processes, including erythropoiesis,
angiogenesis, and neurogenesis.42 In vivo and in vitro studies
indicate that high EPO concentrations and short receptor
occupancy are required to activate the tissue-protective isoform
of EPO-R with a relatively low EPO affinity.41 In contrast, much lower
but sustained concentrations of EPO are needed for the regulation
of erythropoiesis as the high-affinity EPO-R isoform is expressed by
proerythrocytes during erythrocyte maturation.11, 13, 41

EPO and the fetal brain. During acute and chronic hypoxia, the
fetus redistributes cardiac output to maintain adequate oxygen
supply to the brain. This brain-sparing redistribution of cardiac
output is a well known fetal adaptive mechanism to counteract
deleterious effects of chronic hypoxia.44 In addition, local EPO
production has been shown to take place in the fetal brain.45 This
is based on EPO and EPO-R gene expression in astrocytes, glial
cells, neurons, and brain endothelial cells.46 In asphyxiated
newborn infants in the first two days of life, cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) EPO concentrations correlate highly significantly with
concurrent plasma EPO concentrations (r= 0.99, p < 0.0001).47

Hence, local endogenous EPO production in CNS tissue is another
adaptive mechanism to attenuate the harmful effects of hypoxia
on the brain.48
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Numerous preclinical, and more recently, clinical studies in
preterm newborn infants have shown that exogenously adminis-
tered recombinant human EPO (rhEPO) has neuroprotective effects
in the brain (for review see ref.42). As proof that EPO can cross the
blood-brain barrier, marked increases in CSF EPO levels are
observed in fetal sheep within 2–4 h after a high dose of parenteral
rhEPO to levels shown to offer tissue protection from hypoxia.49, 50

What remains uncertain is whether the high EPO levels in the CSF
are caused by high plasma EPO levels crossing the blood-brain
barrier during hypoxia or the result of local EPO production by
brain tissue (Fig. 1). This missing information has important
therapeutic implications. It is noteworthy that EPO concentrations
of over 10,000mU/ml have been measured in cord blood plasma
at birth of asphyxiated fetuses.14, 15 Hence, we infer that EPO can
cross the fetal blood-brain barrier in human pregnancies.
There is growing evidence that preterm infants weighing

<1000 g at birth experience neuroprotective benefit from rhEPO
treatment given to stimulate erythropoiesis.51 Newborn infants
with severe intraventricular hemorrhage receiving rhEPO had
better neurodevelopmental outcome at the age of 10 to 13 years
than those not receiving rhEPO during the neonatal period.51

Although therapeutic body cooling is presently the method of
choice of term newborn infants suffering from hypoxic-ischemic
encephalopathy (HIE), almost half of HIE survivors have severe
neurologic sequelae. High dose rhEPO parenteral treatment added
to cooling treatment of newborn infants with HIE resulted in
smaller brain injury volume than cooling treatment alone as
detected by MRI.52 As expected, the neurodevelopmental out-
come was poorer at 12 months of age among the newborn infants
receiving cooling treatment alone compared to those receiving
both EPO and cooling treatment.52

Amniotic fluid and the neonatal intestine. Amniotic fluid contains
a large number of cytokines, including EPO, and antimicrobial
peptides known to influence the development of fetal gastro-
intestinal tract.53, 54 It is noteworthy that NEC does not exists in
the fetus, which has led to the speculation that amniotic fluid has
protective effects against NEC.54 Although the possible protective
functions of amniotic fluid against NEC has recently been
reviewed,55 a plausible explanation of how amniotic fluid exerts
its protective effects against NEC in the newborn infant has not
been given.55

It is well known that perinatal asphyxia is associated with
neonatal gut injury, impaired intestinal motility, and NEC.56–58

Notably, EPO receptors are present both in human and rat
enterocytes.59 Parenteral rhEPO given to newborn infants weigh-
ing ≤1250 g at birth has been associated with a decrease in the
incidence of NEC.60 Moreover, in a neonatal rat model of NEC,
exogenous EPO has been shown to protect intestinal cells both
in vitro and in vivo61 and to stimulate vasculogenesis of
microvascular endothelial intestine cells.62 In a recent randomized
controlled study in preterm newborn infants both recombinant
human granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (rhG-CSF) and
rhEPO, administered enterally separately or in combination during
the first days of life, decreased the risk of NEC and improved
feeding outcomes.63

An important unanswered question with potential therapeutic
implications for NEC is why amniotic fluid EPO concentration
increases exponentially during fetal hypoxia.14, 15, 17 We hypothe-
size that high amniotic fluid EPO concentrations associated with
fetal hypoxia exert beneficial effects on the fetal and neonatal
intestine as a result of fetal swallowing of amniotic fluid with high
EPO concentration (Fig. 1). It is well known that the near-term
fetus swallows up to 700ml of amniotic fluid daily.64, 65 In this
regard, it is noteworthy that EPO in milk resists degradation in the
intestine of the newborn infant.66, 67 Although EPO concentrations
greater than 1500mU/ml have been measured in the amniotic
fluid during fetal hypoxia,14, 15 the potential beneficial effects of

these markedly increased levels of amniotic fluid EPO in reducing
neonatal intestine hypoxic tissue injury has yet to be determined.
If these beneficial effects are shown, therapeutic EPO given
enterally or parenterally would be the next important step to
study.
The current widely accepted practice of human milk feeding as

an important approach to NEC prevention in preterm newborn
infants66 lends further support to our hypothesis that increased
amniotic fluid EPO levels exert beneficial effects on the fetal and
neonatal intestine. The beneficial effects of human milk on the
intestine of preterm newborn infants has been shown at least in
part to be due to high levels of EPO and other growth factors in
the breast milk.67 EPO levels in human milk are similar to maternal
plasma EPO levels in the early postpartum period. EPO levels in
breast milk increase above maternal plasma EPO levels during
ongoing nursing, thus suggesting active secretion of EPO by the
mammary gland68 (Fig. 1).
Presently, there is controversy whether enteral EPO is absorbed

intact into the circulation of the newborn offspring.69, 70 In a rat
model, parenterally increased plasma EPO in dams did not
increase plasma EPO levels or hematocrit in suckling rats
compared with controls.70 However, enterally administered 125I-
rhEPO did show enteral absorption in suckling rats with 5% of the
total EPO dose administered being found in the plasma and
another 8–10% localized in the bone marrow.69 Radiolabeled
rhEPO was also found localized in liver and other solid tissues. In
suckling rats, a high dose of EPO (1700 U x kg−1 × day−1) fed
artificially together with iron sulfate was shown to increase
hemoglobin levels.71 In another study, enteral administration of
EPO to preterm infants was shown to stimulate erythropoiesis.72 It
can be concluded from these studies that enteral absorption of
EPO into the circulation seems possible. Nonetheless, it is clear
that more studies are needed to delineate the circumstances that
determine enteral absorption of EPO in newborns. Whether
enteral absorption of EPO into the fetal circulation also occurs with
swallowed amniotic fluid EPO in human pregnancies is unknown.
In conclusion, in addition to the role of EPO as a regulator of

erythropoiesis, EPO also exerts both short- and long-term tissue-
protective effects. This dual role of EPO is based on different EPO
receptor isoforms. Notably, EPO’s tissue-protective effect requires
markedly higher EPO concentrations than its hematopoietic
effects. In human pregnancy, we and others have measured
extremely high levels of EPO in fetal plasma and in the amniotic
fluid. The functional significance of this is not well understood.
Here, we hypothesize that the fetus increases its EPO production
in order to protect its brain and other vital organs. We further
hypothesize, based on fetal swallowing of amniotic fluid, that the
fetus increases amniotic fluid EPO levels during fetal hypoxia to
protect the intestine during the neonatal period. In this
Mechanistic Integrated Review, we suggest a new way of looking
at the effects of EPO on fetal erythropoiesis, as well as EPO’s
central nervous and gut tissue-protective properties. Our hypoth-
eses are based on a review the literature of both experimental and
clinical studies. If our hypotheses are correct, the importance of
fetal EPO as an antenatal hypoxia biomarker and therapeutic
agent will become apparent and provide an urgently needed
impetus for confirming our hypotheses and exploring fetal EPO’s
diagnostic and therapeutic potential.
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